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Overview
In 2018, the Global Diversity Foundation (GDF) successfully completed our sixth Global
Environments Summer Academy (GESA), held in various UK locations between 25 July and 12
August 2018. GESA is the cornerstone of the Global Environments Network (GEN), a
transformative action network of over 350 emerging environmental changemakers from more
than 60 countries. The 20 GESA participants, from 16 countries, and the 23 inspiring resource
people who joined us, are now members of the Network, enhancing its capacity to catalyse
positive social and environmental change around the world. GESA 2018 was hosted by the
University of Oxford’s Environmental Change Institute in collaboration with the
Interdisciplinary Centre for Conservation Science (ICCS), the convener of the highly successful
2017 Conservation Optimism Summit (which GEN participated in) and leader of the resulting
Conservation Optimism movement.
Over the course of nineteen days, GESA took participants on a journey from deep personal
inquiry and immersive nature connection experiences, to learning about cutting-edge theory and
practice regarding urgent social and environmental problems and developing practical skills to
address our planetary crisis. Participants left infused with a revived sense of purpose and
direction and with new friendships and collaborations forged. As with previous GESAs, this year
was no exception in delivering an enriching, transformative, and inspiring experience for both
participants and organisers.
GESA evolves every year, with new topics for discussion or practical workshops added or
adapted. The Academy this year included three parts: 1) an Opening Nature Connection Retreat;
2) the Oxford Academy and; 3) the Closing Practical Retreat. The latter is an innovation we
launched at GESA 2018 in response to the requests made by prior alumni to be given the
opportunity to put their learning into practice immediately, during the event. As shown in our
description below and through this year’s evaluations, it was a success. This year, as part of a
concerted strategy to improve the measurement of our impact on participants’ lives, we also
introduced learning journals and carried out on-site impact videos at the end of the event.
GESA 2018 explored critical contemporary environmental issues ranging from the role of
rewilding in conservation efforts, to reimagining economics and urban planning in mega-cities,
to the likely impacts – and shortcomings – of the Sustainable Development Goals. We examined
these and other topics (see below) through multiple, transdisciplinary lenses from spiritual
activism, intersectionality and indigenous worldviews, through the biocultural diversity
framework, to citizen science and environmental science. We engaged personal and collective
approaches to understanding, valuing, and governing ourselves and our landscapes, in the face of
mounting environmental challenges. We focused on weaving a thread of possibility and
empowerment into the daily activities and discussions of the academy. We also gave attention to
the connection between individuals’ inner and spiritual wellbeing, and to how the manager their
relationships between ‘work’ and ‘life’. Nourishing these connections is essential for realising our
aspirations for transformation.
At the heart of our GEN practice is peer-to-peer learning, which was used throughout GESA.
We also increasingly provide spaces for participant-led sessions. These approaches acknowledge
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and respect that everyone is a teacher, and
everyone is a student, whilst creating a rich
environment for sharing and expanding
knowledge, networking and
communication skills.

In GESA’s sixth year, 193 candidates
applied from 59 countries. We created a
shortlist of 60 outstanding finalists and a
panel of assessors further refined this
number – using Skype interviews,
questionnaires and other means – to 25
invitees. Twenty participants came to
GESA 2018 from around the world: 3

Irina (USA) and Wangui (Kenya) co-leading an embodied session on
process work, during the Practical Retreat

from Africa, 5 from Asia, 3 from Europe, 2 from Latin America, 4 from North America and 3
from the Pacific. These 20 individuals come from diverse disciplines with exceptional academic
backgrounds and broad practical experience. They clearly possess the potential to become future
environmental leaders. Participant profiles are available on our website and will shortly be
integrated into our GEN Community pages.

GESA participants and Resource People Fredric Chenu, Meg Lowma and Raj Puri in our ‘outdoor classroom’
GESA participants at an outdoor session, joined together with Resource People of the day’s sessions
Fredric Chenu, Meg Lowman, Raj Puri.
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Nature Connection Opening Retreat at Lippering Farm (Part 1)
This year’s GESA opened with a 5-day Nature Connection Opening Retreat at Lippering Farm
in picturesque West Sussex. The first part of this retreat, facilitated by GEN Director and lead
facilitator of GESA, Nessie Reid, and freelance facilitator Abel Pearson, was based upon the
transformative teachings from Joanna Macy’s ‘The Work That Reconnects’, as well as spiritual
ecology practices based on the teachings of Sufi master and teacher Llewellyn Vaughan-Lee.

Participants listen as Abel reads a passage from Joanna Macy’s ‘Coming Back to Life’

The Work That Reconnects establishes a 4-step process of: 1) engaging with one’s gratitude; 2)
engaging with one’s grief; 3) seeing with news eyes and; 4) going forth in to the world. It is a
powerful set of tools increasingly used in activist circles for acknowledging our pain and sadness
for the state of the earth and taking responsibility for our personal and collective agency for
positive and socio-political and environmental change. Spiritual ecology practices included
carefully facilitated nature
connection exercises, which were
carried out in partners or groups
of three. You can hear Nessie
describing the opening retreat in
greater detail here.

During a ‘nature connection session’ Kathy
(Australia) leads Aina (Spain) to close her
eyes and discover with her other senses
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Wenjing (China) guessing, with her eyes
closed, what Tugce (Cyprus) has handed to
her (it’s a walnut!)

Rickie (USA) and James (Aotearoa -New
Zealand) in partner work

Aini (Malaysia) listens to
Olivia (Canada) in a Work
That
exerciseto
Aini Reconnects
(Malaysia) listens
Olivia (Canada) in a
partnered exercise.

The second part of the retreat involved Theatre of Transformation, led by Rama Mani. This
interactive, performance-based process is designed to address critical global challenges and shape
our shared future. According to Rama, the ‘Theatre of Transformation’ invites us
to witness what is, to imagine what can be, and
to enact the change we need in our lives and in
the world. It combines the power of art and the
power of politics to catalyse our capacity for
societal and personal transformation, through
an engaging process of personal and group
testimony, dialogue and creative interaction.

James (Aotearoa – New Zealand) performs as a person who
played an important role in his life, as part of Rama Mani's
Theatre of Transformation session

These two connected processes held during the
opening retreat created a safe container and laid
the foundations for a mutually supportive,
respectful and creative community for the rest
of GESA 2018.
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The Oxford Academy (Part 2)
Following five years of holding GESA in Central Europe (Munich and Bern), this year we
moved GESA to the UK, to the city of Oxford. Beyond the obvious direct access to world class
scholars, outstanding material and intellectual resources, as well as being a beautiful, inspiring
and easily-reached location, Oxford is home to active and highly regarded international NGOs,
social movements, and activist groups, some of whom we met during our time in the city.
Whilst the opening retreat was more
focused on inner-work and had a more
personal development dimension, the
Oxford Academy focused on critical
reflection. Participants were invited –
with careful facilitation – to challenge
their personal and collective
assumptions, whilst working to co-create
solutions together. Joined by resource
people from diverse backgrounds, this 9day intensive took place via inspiring
plenaries and group discussion, practical
workshops, field trips, tool training and
one-on-one mentoring sessions, all of
Participants taking an opportunity to hold informal discussion
which were held outdoors (when the weather
sessions with resource people in the gardens of St Hugh’s
permitted). We also organised informal
College, Oxford
evening sessions with the staff and students
of the ECI and ICCS, punting on the Cherwell river and an unforgettable evening of prayer,
dancing and song with Shaman Alba from the Terra Mirim Foundation in Brazil.
Shaman Alba, her daughter Minah and
their friends from Terra Mirim Foundation
grace GESA participants with their songs

Emma (France) teaching her circus
training tricks to GESA participants
during a morning creative prelude
(below).

As it customary with GESAs, mornings
began with creative preludes: open spaces
where participants were invited to share
whatever they wish with the group. A
refreshing way to start the day, these
preludes included Colombian and Kenyan
dance workshops, yoga and meditation, a
cappella singing circles and even a circus
class in the park.
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The rest of the morning, during
the Oxford Academy, was
dedicated to plenary discussions
and roundtables, while
afternoons were designated for
practical, embodied sessions,
including hands-on workshops
such as videography and
practicing non-violent
communication tools.
Maria (Colombia) teaching salsa before
diving into deep discussions

The Oxford Academy hosted the following thematic sessions:
Making Peace with the Anthropocene

This session explored the concept
of the Anthropocene: an epoch
dating from the commencement
of significant human impact on
the Earth's geology and
ecosystems, including, but not
limited to, anthropogenic climate
change. Facilitated by Susan
Canney and Clive Hambler from
Oxford University, this day
sparked intensive debate around
what ‘making peace with the
Anthropocene’ might mean for us
as a human species.
Susan Canney expressing her thoughts during a small-group discussion
around the Anthropocene

Citizen science: harnessing the power of society for change at Wytham Woods
Cheli Cresswell of the ICCS led this session which explored the role of citizen science initiatives
and how harnessing the intellectual energy of society at large can generate massive positive
change. This session outlined the evolution of the Conservation Optimism movement, from its
genesis as a three-day summit during Earth Day 2017 and the conference social media campaign,
to its current status as a hub for a robust community to gather, inspire, educate, entertain, and
empower each other to make a difference locally and globally. Prior to this session, we went on a
field visit to Wytham Woods, an ancient semi-natural woodland, which has been owned and
maintained by the University of Oxford since 1942, and is one of the most-researched
woodlands in the world. Our field visit to Wytham Woods focused on the woods’ citizen science
project as well as its cutting-edge carbon cycling research being carried out there.
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Nigel Fisher, conservator of Wytham
Woods, giving a walking tour of the
woods to GESA participants

Spiritual Activism and Engaged Activism
Alastair McIntosh, Scottish writer, activist and
human ecologist, joined us for three days. He
shared a captivating and nuanced presentation
about his story of working with modern
Scottish land reform and how this is for him, a
form of spiritual activism in practice. He also
shared insights from his book Spiritual Activism:
Leadership as Service, challenging participants to
consider the psychological and spiritual
dimensions of what deep activism can entail,
such as the interactions between the ego, the
Alaistair McIntosh presents at his session "Spiritual Activism
shadow and the deep self or soul.
and Engaged Leadership"
We were then joined by Justine Huxley, Director of St.
Ethelburga’s Centre for Reconciliation and Peace in
London. Through a series of embodied exercises and
group work, Justine invited everyone to consider what
engaged spirituality and spiritual activism means for them
and how they might apply some of the principles to their
own lives and work.
Justine
introduces
a discussiona on
Justine
Huxley introduces
discussion on similarities and
similarities
and differences
between
being and having faith
differences
between being
‘spiritual’
‘spiritual’ and having faith

Courageous Conversations
As part of the transformational leadership dimension of GESA, Frédéric Chenu of ChangeOver,
led a 2-day Courageous Conversations workshop. Building on participants’ capacity to reflect on
their workplace relationships, Fred skilfully invited them to initiate transformative conversations
with leaders, figures of authority and team members in their daily working lives. Fred
incorporated the principles of nonviolent communication for transforming those difficult, but
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often much needed conversations. The morning involved a theoretical overview and the
afternoon required participants to take an example of a relationship in their own life where a
courageous conversation is necessary. Using the 4-step framework provided by Fred they used
role-play to enact these conversations. Many participants said they found this experience to be
empowering and were planning on having courageous conversations after GESA.
How to survive the future: Green Growth, Transitions Towns and Alternative Economics
This day was dedicated to exploring alternative economic and community-organisation systems.
Henry Owen, from Transition Network, guided participants through the history of the
Transition Movement, sharing examples of inspiring grass-roots Transition Initiatives in Oxford.
Tom Thornton, Senior Research Fellow at the University of Oxford, shared his research
exploring if ‘sustainability transitions’ can support biocultural diversity goals within the context
of Alaska Native Corporations (ANCs). Naresh Giangrande, introduced the United Nation’s
Sustainable Development Goals and invited participants to explore if, and how, they might be
suitable metrics for measuring human and planetary well-being. Finally, GEN’s much loved
returning resource person Ashish Kothari shared an inspiring presentation on Radical
Alternatives to Development. Looking at examples from India and other parts of the world,
Ashish presented frameworks for a more just, equitable, sustainable world that ensures human
well-being without ‘trashing the earth and leaving half of humanity behind’.
Video workshop
For the sixth year in a row, this muchloved practical workshop introduced the
use of video in communication strategies.
Resource person Ruth Krause co-led the
workshop with GDF Media Director and
GESA alumnus Inanc Tekguc, and Eda
Elif Tibet, a GESA alumna and
independent documentary filmmaker
from Turkey. The team presented
examples of different styles of video and
clips of films, highlighting their potential
uses in communications strategies, and
shared practical advice for the beginner
film-maker. After this conceptual
Participants creating short films during a video workshop
introduction, participants spent a day
working in small groups to gain hands-on practice, producing often hilarious short films in
which they each took on the role of script writer, actor, director, cameraperson and editor. The
films were then screened collectively for everyone’s enjoyment.
Food sovereignty, agro-ecology and food systems
We dedicated a whole day at GESA to the theme of food sovereignty, agro-ecology and food systems and
spent it at Sandy Lane Farm: a beautiful organic farm, and successful Community Supported
Agriculture project just outside of Oxford. We were provided with a delicious lunch –
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consisting of products mainly from the farm – and were taken on a farm tour by George, the
farm manager. The day involved a series of informal presentations by academic Michel Pimbert,
academic-cum-restaurateur Sarah-Lan Mathez-Stiefel and farmer Robert-Jan Savage-Onstwedder
who all offered a unique angle on the subject, asking equally critical questions around the future
of our failing, unequal food and farming system and offering solutions based on their reflections
and their lived experience.

George, Sandy Lane Farm manager, talking about the varieties of
squash
theythe
produce
George, the farm manager, talks
about
varieties of squash they produce in the
Sandy Lane Farm

Race, Gender and the Environment

A food sovereignty discussion at
Farm’s
The Sandy
Barn atLane
Sandy
Lanebarn
Farm was
the setting for our discussion on
food sovereignty

In the era of Black Lives Matter and Standing Rock, it is important to understand how
intersectionality and anti-racist practices can build strong alliances that celebrate and embrace
difference within the environmental movement. Unfortunately, there are recent examples where
environmental alliances have been broken due to an unwillingness to acknowledge the deep,
enduring and systemic gender and race imbalances within environmental organising. At GESA
this year we dedicated a day to the theme of Race, Gender and the Environment in which
participants explored their own relationship to privilege, race, gender and the environment and
were also invited to reflect on the power dynamics within the organising structures they inhabit.
Camille Barton, researcher and the founding director of the Collective Liberation Project,
facilitated the day and held it with a compassionate and sensitive approach. Participants were
introduced to strategies for applying intersectionality and anti-racist practise within their
immediate and (in)direct communities. Camille has the strong belief that ‘racism and other forms
of oppression are often internalised in the body and link to strong emotions such as anger, guilt
and shame’. The aims of the session were to understand the interconnectedness of race, gender
and the environmental movement as well as to understand one’s own relationship to
intersectionality, power, privilege and collective liberation and finally to leave with some
strategies to integrate anti-oppression work and accountability models into your work.
Some participants believed that Oxford itself may still represent a locus of colonial power,
patriarchy, classism and exploitation. It was noted that while GESA is designed to challenge
institutional norms and power structures, the University of Oxford was and perhaps still is guilty
of upholding such power structures. On the other hand, it could be argued that organising an
event like GESA at the heart of such an institution not only challenges whatever entrenched
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power remains in those institutions but may also challenge participants to resist that power in
ways that a ‘softer’ setting may not have.

The Practical Retreat, Drover’s Rest (Part 3)
This new element of GESA gave participants a unique opportunity to take stock of their GESAbased learning, share their ideas and brainstorm for future projects and collaborations. Two full
days were dedicated to project presentations where each participant was given a half-hour to
present their project idea(s), either individually or in groups and then receive critical feedback
and suggestions and advice from all those present during the academy. The Practical Retreat also
offered significant ‘off’ time to reflect, discuss, and think deeply about what had transpired until
then. Participants said this was invaluable for helping to refine their ideas, consolidate existing
dreams and visions and forge firm commitments for collaboration post-GESA.
Montse (Chile), Maria (Colombia), Sana (Tunisia)
and Olivia (Canada) present their ideas for a
collaborative project on wetlands

As was also the case in previous years, the
academy placed emphasis on honing and
refining communication skills. To this end,
we dedicated a day of the Practical Retreat
to ‘Building a communications campaign’
with communications experts Amy
Benson and Binita Walia of Wordsby
Communications. Participants were asked the question in advance: ‘if you were to campaign for
something you are passionate about, highlighting it to the general public, policy makers or conservation community
as something they really should know about – what would this be?’ they then had the rest of the day to
flesh-out and develop a communications campaign around this question. Participants came up
with exciting visions and campaign strategies that were shared for discussion at the end of the
day. Many came away from the session feeling they had learned key practical skills to enhance
the communication of, and advocacy for, their important work.

GESA 2018 evaluations
We invited evaluations and feedback on GESA 2018 from participants in three ways: an interim
evaluation, a final evaluation on the last day and a continual evaluation process – spanning the
closing practical retreat. The latter was an experiment and it was the first time we trialled it at
GESA. We posted A3 size flip-chart paper with questions and tally spaces for participants to
share what they liked, what they didn’t and what they would like to add to future GESAs. We
found this experience to be invaluable as it collected people’s feedback over a longer duration,
ensuring also that when something was thought of it was immediately noted down rather than
forgotten.
We held an interactive interim evaluation of GESA on 8 August to assess what participants felt
were the strengths of the academy, and what they would like to improve in the remainder of the
academy. At the end of GESA, on Saturday 11 August, we conducted a final written evaluation
of GESA 2018. We gathered the completed assessments and compiled the results. We are
drawing on this detailed evaluation as we reflect on the iterations of GESA to date, and share
lessons with the Regional Academy being planned for this November.
We present here a few of elements of this process of evaluation:
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In response to our question, “What are the three things you liked best about GESA 2018?”
some of the comments were:
“I loved meeting this amazing group of people. It was really a source of incredible inspiration,
and I feel confident moving forward with such a supportive network of people.”
“Finding a community of people who shared my values, and who were genuinely interested in
getting to know me, and who provided a non-judgemental space for me to express myself if I
chose.”
Responses to our question “What are the three things you would suggest improving in next
year’s GESA?” included:
“Structure of Lectures and talks (ensure speakers will provide a framework of their contents and
will successfully close their session).”
“Fewer Resource persons per day, I got the feeling that people travelled long distances for a
relative short duration of interaction. So perhaps having fewer resource persons and more
interaction with them would be a better alternative.”
“Technicality focused- maybe more sessions on funding or grant writing technique, setting up
NGO, knowledge sharing from more people who have successfully done it.”
Another key question we asked the participants was “What are the three most important
things you have learned or gained through GESA that you plan to use in the future
(providing us with specific examples where possible)?” and the answers included:
“Sense of solidarity, confidence, and inspiration gained from the other participants - to get to
know about their work, their struggles, and their perspectives. It has shaped my understanding
about how I do my work (power, privilege, ways of knowing etc.) and the kind of role I can
play.”
“The importance of connectedness: how we are connected to nature to a place, a community, a
global cause etc. And how this connectedness is such a strong source of inspiration, motivation
and value-basis for our work.”
We also asked for overall reflections on the academy; some answers included:
“It's an amazing program, all the organizers are phenomenal, and so much incredible energy! I
think with slightly better time management and learning structure it can be even more perfect!”
“I think the more opportunity for participant's personal abilities to come forward - through
teaching, sharing of expertise, and more in-depth discussions - the better. More time for critical
reflection and processing what comes up would be great as well.
“This program is an amazing opportunity to take on the most challenging issues facing society,
and the participants are likely to lead the way - I think the more we can delve into the challenging
stuff, and the more in-depth we understand these issues - the better!
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Reflections on the Opening Retreat by participants:
In the final course evaluation, participants listed powerful lessons learned during the entire
course. Many spoke of the opening retreat, noting the value of ‘having time and space to delve
into parts of myself where I do not normally have the time or tools to do so.’ Other respondents
shared the importance of nature-based approaches for ‘reconnecting with the natural world and
remembering how much it informs my work on a daily basis.’
Regarding the opening retreat, one
participant wrote, “It was an incredible
space we had back there!”. Another one
noted, when answering the three things
they liked most about GESA, “Opening
retreat at the Lippering farm (the format
and the exercises enabled the participants
to have a safe space during the entire
GESA).” A third participant like that
GESA had a “Focus on spirituality
(spiritual activism) and inner work, as a
basis for our work out in the world.”
Olivia
(Canada)
enjoying
solo time
and drawing.
Olivia
(Canada)
enjoying
soloa time
at Lippering
Farm

Core GESA 2018 Team
The international GDF team directly involved in organizing and implementing GESA 2018
comprises the following individuals:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gary Martin, GEN/GESA Founder and Advisor
Emily Caruso, GEN Advisor
Nessie Reid, GEN and GESA Directort and GESA 2013 alumna
Christina Ashford, GDF Programme Manager
Inanc Tekguc, GDF/GEN Media Director and GESA 2011 alumnus
Pommelien da Silva Cosme, GDF Communications Officer
Susannah McCandless, GEN Advisor
Eda Elif Tibet, GEN Media Consultant

Our ‘background’ support team comprises:
● Carlos del Campo, GEN Digital Facilitator and Webmaster of GENet (located in
Mexico)
● Marina Aman Sham, GEN Communications Director (located in Borneo)
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Communications
Throughout GESA, our communications team maintained a lively stream of updates on our
social media channels, followed by sporadic post-event posts to maintain momentum and
engagement with our followers.
Global Environments Network:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/GlobalEnvironments
Twitter: https://twitter.com/GlobalEnvirons
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/global_environments/
Global Diversity Foundation:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/globaldiversity
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Glob_Diversity
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/global_diversity/
In addition, the GDF YouTube channel hosts a series of playlists dedicated to GEN events,
including previous GESAs, and interviews with GESA 2018 participants describing their GESA
experience.

Financial summary
GDF is grateful to generous donors Salvia Foundation, Rolex Foundation MAVA Foundation
and Full Circle Foundation (listed as Anonymous donor in the pie chart below). Participant fees
made up a significant proportion of the final budget and GDF contributed in-kind through staff
time.
Figure 1. GESA 2018 funding source breakdown.

GESA 2018 Funding Sources
6%
18%

32%

23%
8%

12%

Salvia

Anonymous donor

MAVA Foundation

Participant Fees

GDF in kind staff time

Rolex Foundation
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Figure 2. GESA 2018 Project Expenditure pie chart

Acronyms used:
GDF = Global Diversity Foundation
GEN = Global Environments Network
GESA = Global Environments Summer Academy
ICCS: Interdisciplinary Centre for Conservation Science
Written and edited by:
Nessie Reid, Christina Ashford, Emily Caruso and Inanc Tekguc
Photographs by:
Inanc Tekguc
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